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QUESTION 1

An Alexa Skill Builder made changes to an AWS Lambda function that is used as the endpoint for a skill. The Builder
discovers that the skill now returns an error when it is launched. 

How can the Builder use the Lambda console to trigger the function and debug the code? 

A. Create a Lambda test event using the JSON request as input to find the specific error within the code. 

B. Create a Lambda test event using the JSON response as output to find the specific error within the code. 

C. Check the JSON response to see if there are any syntax errors in the code. 

D. Create a Lambda test event using the JSON interaction model to find the specific error within the code. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/custom-skills/host-a-custom-skill-as-an-awslambda-
function.html 

 

QUESTION 2

An Alexa Skill Builder is developing a skill using AWS Lambda. The Builder made some backend code changes, then
tested the skill on an Amazon Echo device. When invoking the skill, Amazon Alexa replies with "There was a problem
with the requested skill\\'s response". 

How can the Builder troubleshoot this problem? 

A. Use Amazon CloudWatch to check the most recent execution log and see if an error is present. 

B. Use Amazon DynamoDB and export a copy of the log database, then search for error messages. 

C. Use the developer console to rebuild the model, then invoke the skill again with the invocation name. 

D. Use the developer console to add AMAZON.LaunchRequest to the interaction model, rebuild the model, then invoke
the skill again. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/blogs/alexa/post/0d8c5234-3c7a-4b77-9906-b43a5310bde4/5common-error-
messages-for-custom-alexa-skills-and-how-to-troubleshoot-them 

 

QUESTION 3

An Alexa Skill Builder is using session attributes to maintain a user\\'s state. 

What can the Builder do to ensure that a user\\'s session is not lost if they take too long to answer a question and the
skill exists? 

A. Set shouldEndSession to false in the response object to prevent the skill from exiting. 
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B. Handle the SessionEndedRequest request type and persist the user\\'s session to a database. 

C. Return false from the SessionEndedRequest handler so the session does not exist. 

D. Return a reprompt in the response object from the SessionEndedRequest handler. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/blogs/alexa/post/08edaa00-59e2-46b7-aace-4080f2a87450/ using-session-
attributes-in-your-alexa-skill-to-enhance-the-voice-experience 

 

QUESTION 4

An Alexa Skill Builder is creating a skill that requires the user to authenticate by speaking a PIN before an order status
can be retrieved. 

According to best practices, how should the PIN value be collected? 

A. Use AMAZON.SearchQuery 

B. Use AMAZON.FOUR_DIGIT_NUMBER 

C. Use multiple slots of type AMAZON.NUMBER 

D. Use a custom slot with zero to nine as values. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

An Alexa Skill Builder has built a new custom skill backed by an AWS Lambda function. The Lambda function executes
successfully from the Lambda console, however, the Lambda function cannot be successfully invoked in the developer
console or from an Amazon Alexa enabled device. No error messages show in the function\\'s Amazon CloudWatch
Logs. The Builder confirmed the endpoint has the correct ARN. 

What is likely causing this issue and how can it be corrected? 

A. The Lambda application code has a bug that is causing it to crash. Modify the code to fix the bug, then redeploy the
Lambda function. 

B. The ASK SDK was not deployed with the Lambda function. Add the ASK SDK, then redeploy the Lambda function. 

C. The ASK trigger for the Lambda function has been restricted to the wrong skill ID. Re-create the trigger with the
correct skill ID. 

D. The Lambda role does not have the correct AWS IAM permission. Update the IAM role associated with the Lambda
function. 

Correct Answer: A 
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